Similarly to the Kazaks and the Karakalpaks, the Nogays, who also belong to the Aral-Caspian group of the Kipchak Turks, were formed from the Tatar tribes and clans nomadising between the Volga and Emba rivers at the time of the disintegration of the Golden Horde. Though they received their name, which was of Mongolian origin (noγai < Mong. noqai 'dog'), after the 13th-century warlord, Emir Nogay, their leading clan was the Mangit from whom their famous leader, Edige mirza (Edigei of the Russian sources) descended (Vásáry 1993) . During the 15th century, in the process of the gradual disintegration of the Golden Horde, a new steppe aristocracy began to rise on in the trans-Volgan territories of the Golden Horde, led by Edige, then by his son Nūraddīn (1426-1440) and by the 16th century the new state formation called the Nogay Horde became a dominant power in the region. The Nogay clans were gaining grounds, advancing towards the Volga River and by the 1550s they had occupied the territory between the Volga and the Yayik (Ural) Rivers. At the time of their rise in the early 16th century, the former territory of the Golden Horde and its 1 The epic cycle called Noγaydïŋ qïrq batïrï 'The forty heroes of the Nogays' or Qïrïmnïŋ qïrïq batïrï 'The forty heroes of the Crimea', as is known among the Kazaks, relates the stormy history of the Nogays in the 15th-16th centuries. The epic poems are called batïrlïq yir/ǰir (heroic poems) by the Nogays and Kazaks, but the Kazan and Crimean Tatars and the Bashkirs designate them rather as destan ('legend', a word of Persian origin) or hikâye(t) ('story', a word of Arabic origin). The heroes of these epic poems are mainly historical personalities, suffice it to mention here the most common heroic poem Edige, which recounts the deeds of the famous 'kingmaker' of the Golden Horde. In the 16th-17th centuries vast masses of the Nogays left their homeland and settled down in other places often together with other people, and as a consequence their heroic poems spread among all the Kipchak Turkic peoples. So unsurprisingly the most complete epic poem was recorded in Western Kazakstan in 1942 and 1947, which was recited by the most famous Kazak bard, Sengirbequli Murun ǰirau (1859-1954), member of the Aday tribe (Batïrlar yïrï 1989, pp. 9-10; Batïrlar yïrï 1990, p. 262; Žirmunskij 1974, p. 394).
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Acta Orient. Hung. 63, 2010 Churoi Narikov and Kadish kniaz' to Moscow to Ivan IV. They offered to hand over the tsar' (i.e. Safa Giray) and thirty of his Crimean Tatar followers, who were staying in Kazan, to the Russians (Iskhakov ms., p. 2). In the rebellion which broke out at the beginning of January 1546 the khan was dethroned and many Crimeans were slaughtered in the town. While the deposed Safa Ghiray was trying to find some help in the Khanate of Astrakhan and to return, Čora and his fellows sent a courier to Moscow suggesting that Shah-Ali, who was dethroned in 1521, should be enthroned again (Kurat 1992 , p. 177). On 17 January 1547 Chura Narikov is in Moscow among the noblemen who enthroned Shah-Ali (Iskhakov ms., p. 2; Battal-Taymas 1966). As Čora played an important role in toppling the khan, he escaped with his seventynine men to Moscow, to Ivan IV in 1548 when the khan took over again. But Khan Safa Giray soon had them caught and executed (Is'haki 1935, p. 3, n. 1). The siege of Kazan took place a few years later, and it it meant the birth of the multinational Russian Empire. Ivan IV learnt from the failed attempts of 1548-1550 and did not want to overrun the city but laid a siege surrounding it. The Russian army, which gathered in May and June 1552 and consisted of 150,000 people began to besiege Kazan on 23 August. Despite the fact that the defenders were only 30,000, outnumbered by the Russians five times, the troops of Ivan IV managed to capture the city only on 2 October in an assault. The Russian artillery played an important role in the success, they had about 150 big cannons, moreover, they undermined the walls of the city. 2 Although according to the Russian sources Chura Narikov was evidently the supporter of the pro-Russian party, in the course of centuries his figure turned to the opposite: he was transformed to embody the ideal Crimean Tatar hero who fought against the Russian invaders. Many legends, folk songs, proverbs and playing rhymes can be connected to his name. All of them the most famous became the epic poem which retained many true elements of the real Čora Narik. Behind the person of Aktashli Ali Bey who attacked Čora's family and was later defeated in a duel, perhaps the figure of Shah-Ali, Prince of Kasimov, can be suspected, who was the protégé by Ivan IV. Similarly, the person of Kolumchak Batir, who is Čora's camerade in the epic, can be connected to Kozidjak Oglan, a Kazan hero of Crimean origin. Called Kochak Oglan in the Russian sources, he defended the gate of Han Murdjali tower during the unsuccessful siege of Kazan in 1550. For his bravery the Astrakhan poet, Muhammed Sharif calls him 'the invincible one in the battlefield of heroes' and 'the lion of the art of war' in his chronicle titled Zafernâme-i Vilâyeti Kazan (Kurat 1992, p. 370) . From the second half of the 19th century the Tatar intelligentsia paid more and more attention to the figure of Čora Batir. Ismail Gaspirali Bey, one of the founding fathers of Pan-Turkic thought who penned the famous motto of the movement ('unity in language, thinking and work'), set the example of Čora Batir for the Tatar youth in 1905, in his journal Tercüman founded by him (Is'haki 1935, p. 4). In 1940 Ismail Ziyaeddin Bey, the most famous poet of the Dobrudjan Tatars wrote a drama Acta Orient. Hung. 63, 2010 in three acts about him (Ali 1996, p. 374) . 3 According to some records, during the Soviet era chanting the epic of Čora Batir, along with that of Edige Batir, was prohibited on the pretext that these epics were not the destans of the working people but they praise the ruling class of the beys and mirzas (Kurat 1992, p. 183) .
The heroic poem of Čora Batir became widely known among the Kipchak people. Most variants were collected among the Crimean and Dobrudjan Tatars (Ekrem 1994, p. 170), and the Caucasian Nogays, but a few Bashkir, Karachay, Karakalpak and Kazak variants are also known. The longest variants were recorded among the Kazaks. They were first published by I. Berezin Owing to the Nogay groups that migrated to the Caspian region in the 17th century, the story of Čora Batir became popular also with the Kazaks and Karakalpaks. In 1896 the Bashkir ethnographer, A. A. Divaev published the Russian translation of a Kazak variant recorded in the Chimkent territory (Divaev 1896, pp. 79-135) . In 1942 the Aday Murun ǰirau dictated the two epics relating the stories of Narïk and Šora (Batïrlar yïrï 1989, pp. 306-336, 337-374). Probably it was the Mangkistau Nogays' early departure from the central homeland that caused the epic to diverge among the Kazaks and followed a unique way of development. That is the reason why in Murun ǰirau's Kazak version one can find Aktaš han alpïs biyi 'the sixty beys of Aktash khan' or Aktaštïŋ alpïs biyi 'the sixty beys of Aktash' instead of Aktash Ali bey and his sixty warriors. The epic found its way to the repertoire of Ramberdiuli Erpolat ǰirau (1861-1938), the famous Karakalpak bard, who lived at the turn of the century (Maksetov 1990, p. 132 ). In the 19th century the growing number of Nogays who were forced to leave their home took their favourite heroic poem to their new home, Dobrudja, which belonged to the Ottoman Empire and later became part of Romania and Bulgaria. In 1931 Saadet Is'haki (S. Çagatay) recorded the text of the epic told by an elderly storyteller in the village of Azaplar near Constanza (Is'haki 1935, pp. 5-19) in 1958 Nedret Mahmut and Enver Mahmut gathered several local versions from elderly people living in the villages Bülbül (Ciocârlia) and Tana Köyĭ (Nicolae Bălcescu) (Ali 1996 , pp. 374-380).
Acta Orient. Hung. 63, 2010 September 1939 (Karakaya 1965, pp. 22-27, 30-32) . But the story of Čora Batir was far more popular with the Tatar emigrants in Turkey than one could surmise from the only edition. This is confirmed by Dr. Gülçin Çandarlıoğlu, who had his grandfather, who came from the Crimea, retell the story and the songs of the epic many times when he was a child (Çandarlıoğlu 1977, p. 27) . During the past few decades several Crimean Tatar, Dobrudjan Tatar, Nogay and Bashkir collections have been published.
The first one who addressed the epic at an academic level was Abdulkadir Inan in 1930, in the issues 22-23 of the Crimean Tatar journal Emel. In his study he made an attempt to represent the Nogay epic poetry based on the few editions of Čora Batir and Adil Sultan (Radloff, Osmanov) that were known to him (Abdulkadır 1930) . 5 In the preface of his book, which was published in 1935, Saadet Is'haki gave a review of the literature that had been published on Čora, and he made use of more historical data to write his work (Is'haki 1935, pp. 1-4). Later, Hasan Ortekin gave a sample of the Crimean Tatar tradition about Čora (Ortekin 1939, pp. 3-6). In recent times it was H. B. Paksoy (Paksoy 1986 , pp. 253-265) and D. M. Iskhakov (Iskhakov, pp. 1-10) who addressed the problem. Whereas Paksoy's study tries to describe the plot of the epic, Iskhakov presents the person and origin of the historical Čora Batir based on contemporary Russian annals and the published epic variants and shedjeres or 'family trees'.
In international scholarship it has remained unknown that the Hungarian Turcologist and member of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences, Ignác Kúnos (1860 Kúnos ( -1945 , otherwise well-known for his collection of Ottoman Turkish folksongs and tales, had an opportunity to deal with the Crimean Tatar epic twice in his career. First he managed to write down some of the characteristic songs in Dobrudja in the years prior to World War I, then in the summer of 1915 he could record the whole text, which was told to him by some Crimean Tatar prisoners-of-war held in a camp in Kenyérmező, near the Hungarian town Esztergom.
The Story of Čora Presented by Kúnos
The outbreak and otherwise sad events of World War I presented a never returning opportunity to the scholars of the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy to make anthropological, folkloristic and linguistic observations among the nationalities of the Russian Empire. Forty-two prisoner-of-war camps were set up in the territory of the Monarchy and the scholars soon noticed that many of the Russian prisoners-of-war came from the Finno-Ugric and Turkic peoples of the Russian Empire. In January 1915 the common Department of War gave permission to the members of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences to enter the area of nine camps that were set up in Hungary. The academicians who volunteered for the research among the prisoners paid their first visit to the camp in Kenyérmező near Esztergom on 30 May 1915. Among the scholars who were mostly Finno-Ugrists, Ignác Kúnos was the only Turcologist, who was the head of the Oriental Trade Academy and had gained international fame by collecting Ottoman Turkish folk songs but by this time he had been studying the Kipchak language for several years. In the years preceding World War I, he had visited Dobrudja near the Lower Danube, where he had studied the Nogay (or as he called it 'the Danubian Tatar) language. Kúnos spent one and a half months in the Kenyérmező camp recording mainly Crimean Tatar folk songs. In the meantime, the Russian prisoners-of-war were concentrated in a camp, which was set up near the city of Eger in Bohemia (now: Cheb, in Czech Republic). Therefore Kúnos spent the second half of the summer of 1915 and the following two summers in the new campsite. In Eger he could study the folklore of the Kazan Tatars, the Mishers and the Bashkirs as well as the Crimean Tatars. Unfortunately, in the last year of the war there was no opportunity to do any field research, he had to be content with a Kazan Tatar and a Bashkir soldier who were allowed to work in the Museum of Oriental Culture in Budapest for a few months under military control. During the four-year research Kúnos mainly collected tales, folk songs and four-line poems, the only heroic epic that he recorded was the Crimean Tatar version of Čora Batir's epic.
He recorded it in the summer of 1915 among the Crimean Tatar prisoners in the Kenyérmező camp near Esztergom. In his account that he gave before the session of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences on 3 January 1916 he made mention of the legend of the 'brave Čora', which is 'interwoven with folk tale motives and songs that became folk songs', but he did not give any detailed information about the circumstances of his collection and his informant or informants. We can only suppose that it was one of 'the song lover prisoners' in the camp, Isa and Dervish Mustafa because right after mentioning them Kúnos goes on to tell about the story of Čora Batir. Čora's father, Narik is a man from the middle class and serves a khan as a messenger. On one occasion he finds a fabulous treasure for his lord and in return for this he can marry the daughter of the vezir (the vicelord). But the khan's son is also in love with the girl and one night he makes an attempt to approach her. The cunning answer of Narik's wife makes the khan's son abandon his design. However, he cannot escape his fate as Narik, who was a witness of the episode, kills him. After Narik's deed has been discovered, the young couple has to escape. During their wandering they come to the land of Etli khan, where they live in abject poverty. Meanwhile the khan is informed about the cause of the murder and he forgives Narik. On their way home Narik's wife gives birth to a son, Čora. Čora is a very lively boy who does not only become the accepted leader of his peers, but he also deserves the respect of the adults by his brave deeds. On one occasion he is given a horse by a horsekeeper. Out of the 500 nice horses he chooses a scabby one called Tasmalı buyın 'Leashed Neck'. In two neighbouring villages he acquires two other famous horses Djel-djetmez and 6 Two years later in his account he wrote about the heroic epic of the Crimean and the Kazan Tatars, and the protagonists of the folk legends who became heroes, the 'batirs' but this time without mentioning the name of Čora (Kúnos 1916, p. 6; and also in Kúnos 1918a, p. 148).
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Acta Orient. Hung. 63, 2010 Koy-bakar. Within a few days' walk there lives a famous Arab hero, Ahtadjı Ali-bey with his forty warriors, who is very envious of Čora's reputation. One day in the absence of Čora he visits Narik's village. First he has some lambs slaughtered and asks for raki, then he takes 'Leashed Neck' despite the opposition of the family accompanied by the sneer of the village people. When informed about this felony, Čora runs after him and kills him in a duel. After his return, he spares the villagers' lives just on his mother's request. He spends the following period leading a warrior's life. One day he is informed that war is about to break out in the land of Kazan. Čora sets off with his friend, Kulumchak Batir, to aid the besieged castle. Before they leave he gets engaged fulfilling his father's request. On their way they call at a village where forty warriors are staying. The warriors do not dare to ask who they are and where they come from, only a beggar goes up to them. Certainly, Čora's reputation has already reached this place and he performs a feat at the request of the warriors. In the meantime Kulumchak Batir visits their home to find Čora's fiancée in the arms of a foreign youth. Čora flies into a rage and runs home but the unknown youth turns out to be his younger sister, Menaru. The two girls longing for Čora resorted to this cunning trick to persuade the hero to come home.
Meanwhile, they are informed that the war has broken out. Čora shoots an arrow that hits the marble stone lying at the foot of the djami in Kazan. At this time there are still 82 warriors in Kazan, led by Sarı Batır 'Blond Hero' but none of them are able to pull the arrow out. Čora arrives in the city in disguise as a beggar and the warriors, who are engaged in drinking, do not recognise him, only Sarı Batır's mother recognises the stranger. The warriors apologise the famous warrior, who appears in complete war clothing the next day before the battle. Then he is deeply hurt again when, from the weapons handed out by Sarı Batır, he only receives a snuffbox. He throws the box in front of the feet of the horses and he gives away the reason for his resentment only after he had been asked by the other warriors several times. Sarı Batır has the snuffbox sought out and there was a wonderful sword in it. Čora goes to the battle happily and they win. Čora and Kulumchak go back home. After a while they receive news that war is about to break out again. So they set out to give aid to Kazan again. On their way they are told to make haste because unless they arrive there in one day, the city will be captured. But Čora arrives late. Seeing that he cannot defend the city, he decides to jump into the sea with his horse. The war is won by the Cossacks. The Kazan people did not believe that Čora had lost his life in the sea. They thought he would return once and therefore they put a sentinel in the place where he jumped into the sea. According to the storyteller the sentinel is still standing in the place where Čora fell into the sea. After the war Čora's mother was informed about his death, but she did not believe it because when Čora was born, a spark fell out of her mouth into the water and it was not put out. When she told it to the mullah, he answered that his son will fall into water but will not die. Therefore Čora's mother was not worried about the news that his son had died. If Allah wishes so, he will return after a while and recaptures Kazan from the enemy, said she.
The manuscript of Ignác Kúnos, called 'Crimean Tatar folk tales' contains 36 tales along with the collector's translations. Čora-batır ekjesi took the 21st place in the content written by Kúnos between Bir kırsız ekjeti 'The story of a thief ' (20) and Akıllı kız masalı 'The tale of the clever girl' (22). Later this order was changed and the story of Čora Batir landed at the end of the manuscript bundle. 7 The tale collection with the translations, under folio numbers 245-689, consisted of 445 separate pages of half sheet. 8 The manuscript of Čora batir ekjesi consists of 44 pages (fols 648-689), 23 of them contain the Crimean Tatar text and 21 the Hungarian translation. The Tatar text and its Hungarian translation follow each other in three sections. The first section contains four pages (fols 648, 649, 650, 650/a) of the Tatar text and the Hungarian translation in the same length (fols 651, 652, 653, 653/a), which is followed by nine Tatar (fols 654-662) and seven Hungarian (fols 663-669) pages, at last there are ten pages in the Tatar language (fols 670-679) and the same number of pages in Hungarian (fols 680-689). This arrangement differs from the usual order of the collection, where the translations follow the original texts without any interruption.
A closer inspection of the text reveals the fact that neither the Crimean Tatar text nor its Hungarian translation are consistent, which may indicate that a page or some pages might have been lost or the pages may have been jumbled. Studying the Kúnos legacy it becomes clear that the excellent Turcologist took pains to make fair copies of the texts collected in the fieldwork and later he used these versions in the publications. In the story of Čora Batir the Hungarian and Tatar texts follow each other regularly, so knowing the precise method of Kúnos, the text must have been corrupted some time between the recording and copying.
Based on the close examination of the published text variants it can be stated that the collection of Kúnos was complete, but two pages got in the wrong place. Page 674 in the third section got somehow between pages 660 and 661 and pages 672 and 673 got in the reverse order. Certainly, the same happened to the corresponding pages of the Hungarian translation (fols 684 and 682-683, respectively).
The story of Čora Batir is full of the common places of nomad epics. The hero comes from a modest background and according to most variants he was of Nogay descent. Narik, Čora's father, who was of low origin (actually a foundling), gained the khan's respect with his bravery and heroism. In most of the text variants his wife is the daughter of a common cattle herder. Even the birth of Čora is not an everyday occurrence, the omens at his birth, fire springs out of the mouth of his mother and water comes out of the ground under his heels in a dry barren land, indicate that Narik's wife gave birth to a hero. One can find other typical elements of the nomadic . The critical edition of the manuscript is being prepared by Imre Baski, and the text will be accompanied by a German translation, similarly to the previously published parts of the Kúnos legacy.
8 I am using the past tense because the manuscript cannot be found according to the page numbers and is completely missing from the collection along with the Hungarian translation. I have made use of the copy that is to be found in Imre Baski's property.
Acta Orient. Hung. 63, 2010 epics when it comes to the supernatural power of Čora or his sister or the wonderful abilities of the scabby horse.
Based upon its content, the songs and the expressions found in it, the text recorded by Kúnos finds its closest relative in the Nogay or Kazak variant published by I. Berezin in 1862 (Berezin 1862, pp. 41-45) . The manuscript of the stories of 'Nourenk Batir' and 'Tshoura Batir' was Berezin's property and according to a later summary written by him, he recorded it in the Turkmen dialect of Turkmenistan(!). 9 Unfortunately, we could not study Berezin's edition, only its Kazan Tatar translation was at our disposal, which was published in 1984 (Čura Batïr xikäjate 1984, pp. [108] [109] [110] [111] [112] [113] [114] [115] [116] [117] [118] [119] . Although the translators tried to stick to the original text published by Berezin, its interpretation is hindered by the forced Kazan Tatar translation, which makes some passages obscure. The editors of the new edition also call it 'Turkmen' dialect, but upon linguistic evidence they held it Nogay or Kazak dialect (y-~ ǰ-and č-~ š-alterations in the initial position). At any rate, initial ǰ-confirms the Kazak origin (ibid., p. 108).
On the Publication of the Text
It is characteristic of the collection of Kúnos that in the corrected and translated text he gave the meaning of some words in brackets that he did not completely understand or he held important, and later he crossed these notes out. Most of these explanations are in Ottoman Turkish and some of them are in Hungarian. I also refer to these notes as they might have got into the text as the explanations of the storytellers themselves. If the inserted explanation is in Ottoman Turkish, I will give its English translation, if it is in Hungarian, I will give the translation of the preceding Crimean Tatar word. The unique handwriting of Kúnos made the translation and the interpretation sometimes quite difficult. When recording texts in the Kipchak language, Kúnos made use of the following fonts that are partly different from those used in modern Turcological transcription of texts: ā = long a ė = mostly reduced ï, but sometimes he indicated the reduced ĭ sound also with this letter ı = velar ï sound, but sometimes he transcribes the palatal and velar reduced ĭ sounds ů = a vowel between ö and ü γ = velar ġ χ = velar ḫ ñ = velar ŋ or ṅ } = ǰ č, š and ž are used as today for denoting the spirants ch, sh and zh. Acta Orient. Hung. 63, 2010 Sometimes, like in the cases of ā, č, š, ñ, the diacritic marks were left out by mistake or a slip of the pen. It was a bigger problem that the author was not consequent when indicating the velar ï sound. Since one cannot decide safely based solely on the text that a particular form was heard by the collector or is merely a mistake, I have retained the original transcription used by Kúnos in each case.
It might refer to the possible errors of the storytellers that Kúnos sometimes crossed out a passage and continued the text in a different way but the crossed out section later appears again. In these cases I have published the erroneous passages in the footnotes. But in some cases it is the erroneous passage itself that makes the story understandable. These passages, which were put in brackets by Kúnos, I have left in the main body of the text, typed in italics. On some pages the first words were crossed out by Kúnos because the pages became jumbled and they would have interrupted the continuous flow of the text. In the text restored to its original form, I have retained these crossed out sections, and set them also in italics. Although in the translation of Kúnos there are some mistakes and some sentences were incidentally left out, still, on the whole it could be well used. Kúnos himself gives hints that some more educated prisoners helped him record the texts correctly, and his notes in the text refer to the fact that Kúnos must have inquired about the meaning of some words that were more difficult to interpret.
For the interpretation of single words I used Ottoman Turkish, Crimean Tatar, Dobrudjan Tatar, Nogay and in some cases Kazak, Kazan Tatar and Kirgiz dictionaries. In some cases when a word requires further explanation I made use of monolingual dictionaries and other published versions of the epic, always indicating the source correctly. karadı, kobanıñ iči kara duman, ůz ůzine: karañık koba, bejaz kojan, bekim 15 tutarım dedi. Narik kobaγa kirdi, lākin koba čok karañık edı, kobanıñ iči bůtůn čakıl ešlij, }ůremedi. Javaš javaš artina [649] kajttı, bir avı} čakıl alıp }ebine tašladı. Kobadan tišarı čıktı, lākin avuzi burnı kıjıšti, 16 ůzi oraγa tůšti, essız jatır. Čobannar karadılar Narik kelmedi, a}eb kajda kaldi. Bir čoban }iberdiler kıdırmaγa, u barıp Narikın taptı, kobanıñ aldında essiz jata. Arkasina alıp košγa ketirdi. Kaber 17 berdiler kanγa. Kan ekim ketirdi, mollalar keldi, ukidilar, la} 18 ettiler. Narik ajındi, 19 esi bašına keldi. Surdilar: kajda kaldıñ, ne boldo? Narik-da bašladi bašına kelgeni ajtmaγa. Kojan bir karañik kobaγa kirdi, men-de artınnan kirdem, koba iči bůtůn čakıl, ešildim ešildim jıkıldim. Br avı} čakıl }ebime saldım, mınau čakıldan dedi, }ebinden čıkardi, karadı-lar, }ebinde-ki tamamnen altın. Šimdi toplaštılar, kobaγa bardılar, baktılar kara duman. Bašladılar ukumaγa, tılısımın taptılar, kara duman čezildi, bašladılar altın bošalt-maγa. Kırk katır altın jůklediler. Kannıñ kaznesine ketirdiler. Kanγa: biz bu Narikden balaban fajde 20 taptık, biz-de buña bir ijlik etijik. Kan ajttı: bašta eulendirijik, ama kimiñ kızın tilese, oni alıp verijik. ůzlerinde-de birer kızları bardı: seniñ kızın tilese sen-de ber, menim kizim tilese, men-de berejim. ůč pare 21 kůj baγıšladilar. Narik ůj-lene}ek, kaber berdiler, ne kadar kız barsa, [650] gůl-bahčaγa tolsunlar. Kızlar toldı-lar, Narikke kaber berdiler: mında ičinde kimniñ kızın begenseñ, unı ala}aksın ajttı-lar. Kızlar ičinde vezirın kıznė begendı, kanγa kaber berdiler. U-da mubarek bosson dedi. Narikni ůjlendirdiler. Lakin u kannıñ ulu-da bu kıznı sůjer idi. Altı aj kadar karadi, kıznıñ asretligi 22 jůregini urdı. Bir kart katinγa ajttı: bar Nariknıñ apakajına, ajt: bu ke}e barirmen, kaberi olson. Kart katın Nariknıñ apakajına barıp ajttı. Narik kůj ičinden keldi, bu ke}e pazarγa ketirmen, dij. Apakajı: sen bu ke}e bir jere ketme dedi, ůjini sakla. Akšam boldı, kanıñ ulu doru Nariknı ůjine ketti, kapını kakti. Apakaj kapını ačti, kan ulu ičeri kette uturdı. Bir parča uzγanda nakırdiγa bašladı. Karı otγa kajve saldi, lākin ottan uzakča kujdı }ezveni.
Textual Notes

Abbreviations of Languages and Dictionaries
23 Karaj karaj, kajve pišmij. Men saña kajve ičmege kelmedim, tur tůšege jatajık. Bu ne dajın sůz, ne daj maskaralık bu senin ajttıγın šejler, sen bir kan ulu bolıp bir kara tatar 24 karısına zinalıkka 25 keldiñ, bunı kan babañ tojsa ne ajtır, hem-de kazi bej babam dujarsa, o ne ajtar. Jak feneri ketejım dij. Kari feneri jakıp eline berdi. Kapıdan čıkarkan Narik-de anda utırajdı, hemen bunı bašını kesti. Čukur kazditij, orda kůmdiler. Lākin bu kanniñ ulu aftada 15 Crim. bekim, belki, belkim, Nog., Dobr. belki, Osm. belki, belkim, 'perhaps, maybe'. 16 Crim. kïyïš-'curve, bend'. 17 Osm., Crim. haber, Nog. xabar, Dobr. kaber 'information, message, tidings, rumor'. 18 Osm. ilâc, ilâç 'medicine'. 19 Kaz. aynï-'return, turn back', Nog. Ib. 'to become sober; to become conscious'. 20 Osm., Crim., Dobr. fayda, Nog., Kaz. payda 'profit'. 21 Osm. pare 'piece, portion, part'. 22 Crim., Dobr. asretlik, Osm. hasretlik 'longing, yearning'. 23 Osm. cezve v. cezbe 'pot with long handle for making Turkish coffee', Nog. 'coffee pot with long handle'.
24 "black tatar", here meaning 'ordinary man'. 25 Osm. zina 'adultery, fornication'. 
42 rast kelgen, ularnan arχadaš bolγan kitejler. Šimdi bunnar bukadar }arlı bolγannar, aša}ak iče}ek jok. Narik kitep bir kujan suγıp 43 kelse ašardilar ama tapmasa ač kalır ikenler. Narik turdi, kujan kıdırmaγa ketken. Minda-da karı bašladı zurlan- 26 Tat. atna 'week'. 27 Osm. kaybol-'to be lost; to disappear from sight'. 28 Dobr. joyıl-Osm. yok ol-'to vanish; to disappear'. 29 Osm. milleti yığ-'to call the people together'. 30 Osm. güvey 'son-in-law', as opposed to the word güver, which means 'fiancé'. 31 Osm.. daavi, da'va, dâva 'demand; claim, argument'; maybe dav 'to drink to someone's health'. 32 Osm. darb 'coin'; perhaps meaning dava like in the Hungarian translation of Kúnos, which he forgot to put in brackets. 33 Osm. okka 'oke, a weight of 400 dirhems or 2.8 lb.
(1 okka about 1300 gr.)'. 34 Crim. fukare Osm., Dobr. fukara 'poor'. 35 Crim. akildane 'wise, intelligent, prudent, clever'. 36 Nog. suvïn-, Kaz. suwïn-, Osm. soğu-'to become cold, to cool'. 37 Osm. dar 'dwelling place; region, country, world' > dar-i dünya 'this world'. 38 Osm. bahşiş 'forgiving, lenient'. 39 Crim. közaydin 'good news'. 40 Crim. arabačïk 'little cart or wain', Dobr. arabašik 'little cart'. 41 Crim. köč 'crossing, moving, nomadic life, nomadic camp', Nog. köš 'migrating', Osm. göç 'migrating; the properties of the migrating people' > göçmen 'wanderer, refugee, settler'. In the contemporary Turkish language, the Turkish and Tatar immigrants are indicated by this word who escaped from the Crimea or the Balkan countries. 42 Osm. muhacir 'emigrant, refugee; a Turk who escaped from the Balkans'; both parts of the expression koč mā}ir mean the same. 43 bašladı karamaγa, biš-jůz attan ůken 61 bolγan. Janaša kůjde br metinni 62 alaša tā bar iken, adı-da }el-}etmez iken. Čora bu atın tujdı: ajtıñız oña, u atın }ibersin maña. Barγan ajtγanlar, bu at uña jarıj dep. Berip }iberdi. Šimdi bir taha janaša kůjde bir at taha bar iken, bek }ůjrůk eken. Čora aña-da χabar ůibergen, atın berıp kelirsin dij. Barıp ajttılar. Men uniñ-čin asramajım atımnı dij. Čoraγa ajtkannar: atın bermej. Čora bek ačulandı, mindi Tasmalı bujin sırtına, jerinden kůčkende bašın tůpesinden br ut čıχtı. Šımdi atın sahibisi kůrdi, karadı Čora keli-jata. Aman kůj bakarnı alıp julγa čık-tı, Čora-da kelip jetti. Atın istegensın, alıp keli-jatajdim. Čora: sizge zāmet bolmasın, men ůzim ap-ketirmen dij. Alıp atın ketken. Šimdi u-jerden kač kunaklık 63 aulaγın-da 64 bir karaman 65 taha bar iken, [659] adına Akta}ı Ali-bej degenner, ůzinden baška kırk tene taha pelivanı 66 bar iken. Bu Ali-bej čok ačulanaj Čoraγa. Pezevek, 67 atnen batırlık ete, men barajım šonıñ atların alajım, atı elden ketken son, br šej kelmij kulın-dan dep. Br kůn mindi atına, Ali-bej. Pelivannar tujdılar, kete: sen Čora batırγa barma, barsañ-da barabar barajık degenner. Ali-bej ajttı: men anda barmajım dej, bunlardan jizledi. 68 Janına eki arab-batırı alγan, tora Čora-batırnıñ ůjine kelgen. U kůni-de Čora tojγa ketken, ůjde jok iken. Šimdi Ali-bej ekindinen 69 suγıš alatı berdiñ, maña br tůtůn kotosı berdiñ dij, men tůtůn ičmejim, seni kotoñı nasajım dij. Sarı batır ajttı: kotonı nasadıñ dij. Jerde tura, at ajaklarnıñ tůbinde. Sarı batır jerınden sıčrap turıp kotonı alγan, kapaγın ačkan, ičinde bir zilfikar 132 bar, ketirip Čoranıñ kulına bergen. Čora zulfıkarın kůrgennen kuvanıp zilfikarın kulına alıp tasmalı bujnınıñ arkasına mindi. Jerinden kůčkende atın ajakları jerge bakajna}ı kirdi. ůč kůn ůč ke}e askerın bujına ketti, kamalap 133 Kazan kalasını ůginde 134 aldında tuplap u-γadar suγıš etti, at kišejinden 135 kan kelgen. Jedi kůn ičinde takımıñ kırıp kalγa-nıñ jesir alγan. Suγıš bitken. Br kač kůn rātlandılar. Sonra memleketine kajttılar. Kůj-nıñ kalkı χoš keldikke keldiler, bašladı suγıš χabarın ajtmaγa. O kadar suγıš bolγan, toχsan jašına kelgen kartlar bondaj suγıš ne išitken, ne kůrgen.
[678]
136 Soñra gene χabar kelgen, suγıš tazeden bašlamaγa azerlanalar. Čora-batir Kolumčakka χabar }i-bergen, jene-de suγıška ketmek kerek boldi dij. Ketijik dep azerlanıp ukını gůrsini 137 alıp Tasmalı bujını minep sauklašıp 138 jula čıkkanlar. Julda ketkende, rast kelgen kišiler surajler: Čora-batir, bondaj a}ele kajda ketesıñ. U-da ajttı: kůp nakırtı sırası tegil, br bejt ajtajım, añasan añarsiz:
Ben Kazanγa ketem Ben Kazanγa barγan}ı Kazannın kazak almasa Utka taktasın }akmasa Kazanın kazakka ber-almam ej. Julda ketkende aldına br atlı čıka-kaldı, karadı eki kši 139 bek ajbetli keteler. Kajda ketesın dep suradı. Čora-da ůzini bejtnen Čora bolγanını añnattı. U atlı-da Čo-raγa kelgen, suγıš χabarın ap-ketirgen. Čoraγa ajttı: br kůn taha jetišmeseñ Kazanın kazak alıp-jatır, tez jetiš. Čora bu χabarın išitken}i, jerinden tirelep kečkende, Tasmalı bujını ajakları bakajna}i jerge kelgen. Uradan suγıšnıñ urtasına tůšejim dep koštu. Kalanın aldıramajep kaleden atlap teñizge 140 tůšken, bakajlar Čora teñizge ketti, suγı-šın kazaklar [679] kazandilar, Kazanın aldılar. Čora jene-de kelij dep ůlgennı ınan-majıp teñizge ketken jerine karaul kujdılar. Hala bu kůn anda karaul utıra, Čora teñizge kitken jerde. Suγıš pitken son, χabar }iberdiler Čoranıñ anasına, Čora teñizge ketken dep. Čoranıñ anası ajttı: u teñizge ketse-de br šey bolmaz, Čora tuγanda menim avızımdan br ut čıkkan, suγa tůštı, sůnmedi. Son men efendige suradım, br ut Acta Orient. Hung. 63, 2010 avizımdan čıχχan, suγa tůšti sůmedi, bu ne demek. Efendi ajttı: senden tuγan erkekbalanıñ e}eli 141 sudan bola}ak, suγa tůše}ek, ůlmeje}ek degen. Čoranıñ anası unınčin kůp janmadı, kulların kůterep 142 bir duva etip, Allah erkezın-de kůrůštirsin, menim balam-de kůrejim, inšallah br vakit zaman kelij, Kazannı gene-de alij.
The Story of Čora Batir
In the days of yore there was a man, Narik. He was a very clever hunter. Wherever Narik caught sight of an elderly man, he went up to them and listened to what they said. One of the elderly men (said): 'Whenever one goes to the khan he becomes a man, but when one goes to the gate of a rich man, he strikes him with a stick and drives him away.' Upon hearing these words Narik went to the place of a khan, (but) his annual salary was not set. He was made a postman. One day Narik was delivering the post when he entered the hut of a herdsman as a guest. In the evening the herdsmen came together, had their supper and drank coffee. Having finished their dinner, they began to talk about hunting. One of the herdsmen says: 'From the side of the shady refuge for the flock a white rabbit springs up and runs away every morning. Let us show it to Narik, maybe he can have it caught by his greyhound.' In the morning they got up and went to the refuge. The rabbit sprang up and ran away again. The greyhound was set at the rabbit. Narik sat on the back of his horse and went after the rabbit. He chased it until he came to a forest and in the forest there was a big den. The rabbit went into the den and the greyhound after it. Narik saw that the inside of the den was black fog. 'Dark den, white rabbit, perhaps I can catch it', said to himself. Narik went into the den, but it was very dark and the inside was full of pebbles, he was slipping to and fro and could not walk properly. He turned back slowly and put a fistful of pebbles in his pocket. He went out of the den, but his mouth and his nose curved, he fell to the ground and was lying there unconsciously. The herdsmen saw that Narik did not return. Where can he be? They sent a herdsman to find him. He went and found Narik, he was lying in front of the den. He took him on his back and brought him to the hut. He informed the khan about it. The khan brought a doctor, mullahs came, they prayed and some medicine was given to him. Narik came to his senses. They asked him where he had been and what had happened. Narik began to tell about what had happened to him: 'The rabbit went into a dark den, I went in after it, the inside of the den is full of pebbles, I was slipping, slipping and fell. I put a fistful of pebbles in my pocket, here are some of these pebbles.' He took them out of his pocket, they were watching them, all the things (in his pocket) were gold. Now they came together, went to the den and saw the black fog. They started to pray, found the incantation for it, the black fog cleared up, they began to take the gold out of the den. They packed forty mules with gold and carried it to the treasury of the I. SERES Acta Orient. Hung. 63, 2010 khan. They tell the khan: 'This Narik has been a great benefit for us, let us do something good to him.' 'Let us have him get married, said the khan, but we shall give him whoever's daughter he wants to marry. ' They each had a daughter: 'If he wants your daughter, give her to him, if he wants my daughter, I will give her to him.' He was presented with three villages. 'Narik is going to get married, they announced, all girls should gather in the rose garden.' The girls came together and sent a message to Narik: 'You will marry any of these girls whoever you like.' Among the girls he liked the vezir's daughter, the khan was informed about it. He gave his consent. Narik got married. But the khan's son was also in love with this girl. He was watching her for six months, and the longing for the girl hit his heart. He told to an old woman: 'Go to Narik's wife and tell her that I will visit her at night, let her be informed.' The old woman went to Narik's wife and told it to her. Narik came from the village: 'Tonight I will go to the market.' His wife to him: 'You should not go anywhere tonight, watch the house.' Night has come and the khan's son went straight to Narik's house and knocked on the door. The woman opened the door and the khan's son went in and sat down. After a little while he began speaking. The housewife put some coffee on the fire but she put it quite far from it. 143 She keeps looking at it but the coffee isn't cooking: 'I haven't come to your place to drink coffee, let's lie on the bed.' 'What word, what nasty thing have you said? You are the son of a khan and came to commit adultery with the wife of a Black Tatar. 144 What will your father, the khan say if he learns this? What will my father, the 'kazi bey' say when he hears about it?' 'Light the lamp so I can go', said he. The housewife lit the lamp and handed it to him. As he stepped out of the door, Narik was sitting there and cut his head. He had a pit dug and buried the other. But this son of the khan usually went home once a week. After the marriage of the vezir's daughter he went home once every two weeks, later he didn't come at all. Having known that his son disappeared, the khan called the vezir and told him: 'My son has disappeared, find him.' The vezir: 'A man who kills another man can be recognised if one looks into his eyes.' They called the people together and he began to look into everyone's eyes. When he walked past his son-in-law, he looked into his eyes (and realised) that it was his son-in-law, who killed that man. Having gone home, he sent a message to his son-in-law to tell them to go away quickly. They harnessed two horses and sat on them. Having swum across the river they arrived at the place of Etli khan 145 in the afternoon. After they arrived at Etli khan's place they had no money. There even an okka of meat cost a gold coin, they were very poor. Let us return to the khan. The counsellor and the khan were great friends. After the khan's son died, the khan grew apart from the vezir, and the vezir asked: 'Why have you become angry with me?' 'Of course, I am angry with you', said the khan, 'I only had one son in this whole world and your son-in-law killed him.' 'My son-in-law killed him, but he wanted to commit adultery with his wife that's why he killed him. ' 'Hey, why didn't you tell it to me? He cut him only once, I would have cut him five times. 146 Tell him to come back quickly. I gave him three villages.' They wrote a letter that he was forgiven for his sin. They gave him three villages. The letter was sent. Narik came back from hunting. As he came into the village, the postman met him and handed him the letter. Narik read the letter and became happy. Narik arrived home and went through the gate laughing. His wife stands up and asks why he is laughing, whether he received any news from the village. He says, they have forgiven us for our sin, and are calling us back to the village. Next morning they got up early and prepared a cart. They also had horses, put them before the cart and set out. As they were going they met some wanderers, made friends with them and continued their way (together). They were so poor that they had nothing to eat or drink. Narik goes away, if he can shoot and bring a rabbit, they will eat, if he doesn't find one, they will remain hungry. Narik stood up and went to find a rabbit. Now the wife got the pains 147 and they saw that a child was born. One of the wanderers was a midwife. Narik had a prisoner and they told him: 'Run! Call Narik!' They told him the good news. And he: 'Master Narik! You have a son.' Narik didn't have any money. What should he do? He said: 'Give him your name and be free. ' The child was given the name Čora. The prisoner became free. 'Run to the cart and put the horses before it!' They harnessed the horses, sat on the cart and arrived in their village. They saw that they were forgiven for their sin. Three villages were presented to them. They came up to them, kissed his face and eyes, they greeted one another. They lived happily for one year, for two years, for five, six years. They sent Čora to school, he learnt for three years and became a good big boy, who outdid all the children. He was not afraid of the children, 148 (but) the children were afraid of him. One day Čora tells the children: 'By the time I'll have stood up from my place, you shall raise a flag to me, (then) I won't hurt you, children.' The children: 'Where can we find a flag?' 'I will find one, he says, for you.' In that place there was a little cowherder boy, Čora took one of his calves, killed it and skinned it and gave its hide to the children. 'Make a flag out of it and raise it!' The children brought the flag. Čora didn't hurt the children, the children submitted to him. The child who was to watch the calf went home crying and said: 'Čora killed our calf.' 'Go and take Čora before me', says the owner of the calf. Čora was called and he came. The owner of the calf: 'Čo-ra, why did you kill my calf?' Čora answers: 'Into your butt with its legs if it was yours.' The owner of the calf liked it and laughed. Čora, let me give you a horse, too, he said. 'May God pay it back for you, if you give me a present' he says. They went to the field with the groom. The groom was to catch a foal and give it to him. They came to the stud of horses 149 and started to inspect them. The groom began to catch the best unbroken foals and brought them to Čora. Čora didn't like any of them and I. SERES Acta Orient. Hung. 63, 2010 began to look around himself. He was inspecting the footprints behind the stud. He kept on inspecting them until he found a good footprint and following the footprint he found a scabby foal. 'I took to this one', he said. The groom says: 'The people in our village will laugh, I won't take such a horse into the village.' Čora said: 'If you are willing to give, give me this horse. If you are not then to your butt with its legs.' Meanwhile he found a leash and tied it around the neck of the horse and he says that it should be called Tasmalı Buyın.
150 They took it home. Everyone was making fun of it. They said: 'He picked a scabby foal for himself among five hundred horses.' Čora began to look at it, it was the biggest among the five hundred horses. In the neighbouring village there was another trustworthy foal called Djel Djetmez.
151 Čora has heard about this horse (and says): 'Tell him to send me that horse.' They went away and said that that horse was the one for him. Having been told this, he gave it to them. In another neighbouring village there was another horse, a big gallopping horse. Čora sent there a message too telling to bring him that horse. They went there and told it to him. 'I'm not breeding my horse for him', he said. They tell Čora that he won't give the horse to him. Čora became very angry and sat on the back of Tasmalı Buyın and as he rose from his place they saw some fire twinkling on the top of his head. The owner of the horse saw Čora coming. He took Koy Bakar 152 and went out to the road. Čora was coming and caught up. 'You wanted the horse, I have brought it with me.' Čora says: 'You don't have to take pains, I will bring it myself.' He took the horse and went away. In a few days' walking distance there was another big hero, called Ahta}ı Ali bey and he had forty wrestlers. This Ali bey was very angry with Čora. 'Bastard, he says, he is boasting with the horse. I will go and take his horses. If the horse slips out of his hands, then he could do nothing' he says. One day Ali bey mounts his horse. The wrestlers learned it, went up to him and said: 'Don't go to Čora Batir, or if you go, then let's go together.' Ali bey says: 'I won't go there.' He kept it secret. He took his two Arab warriors 153 and went straight to Čora Batir's house. That day Čora went to a wedding and he wasn't at home. Ali bey came between the afternoon and evening and saw that Čora was off. He had some three-and four-year-old lambs 154 Kúnos. Although in the Kazan edition the explanation for Kuy bagar is sarïk kötüčese, but in our opinion it is obviously the name of a horse. The unusual name might be explained by the fact that it was a horse on which herdsmen were watching the herd. 153 The word Arab has a negative connotation here, in other versions one can find çerkes 'Cherkes' (Crim: Bek. 135), yaman 'ugly' (Crim: R3. 172), 40 saklaw 'bodyguard' (Crim: R2. 124), or saklavjï 'bodyguard' (Crim: Bek. 131), 40 asker 'warrior' (Dobr: Boz. 82), etc. 154 The expression kunan, dönen (of third or fourth grass) is commonly used among the nomad Turks meaning three and four-year old sheep. 155 In the manuscripts there are two alcoholic drinks mentioned: Ali bey demands bal and raki on his visit and later he is welcome with bal by the warriors in Kazan. In most variants of the epic raki and bal appear together and in some variants including Kúnos's Dobrudjan version boza I. SERES Acta Orient. Hung. 63, 2010 of the warriors says: 'Čora, we have heard that you are a great warrior. Thank goodness that we have got to know you, but shoot an arrow before us so that we can hear your arrow hissing.' Čora says: 'I will shoot, but send a message of the shooting to the village, they will get scared of the hissing of the arrow.' It was announced in the village, the people in the village said: 'As if we hadn't heard arrows hissing before, here the warriors shoot every day.' Čora went to the field in the morning and shot an arrow. Twenty-nine people got scared to death. The tiles fell off the roofs of the houses, the windows broke. They spent there two more days, the warriors were also preparing for the war. Čora said (to his friend): 'Here we are going to spend a few more days. You go and visit our village and come back.'
163 Kulumčak Batir mounted Tasmalı Buyın and came to the village that night. First he went to Čora's fiancée, to see her and he saw through the window that Čora's fiancée was playing with a young man, they were hugging each other in the house. Kulumčak was amazed at this, he turned back immediately, went straight to Čora and brought him the news that a young man was playing with his fiancée hugging her. Having heard this news, Čora Batir mounted his horse, turned back, came to their village and went into their house. Čora Batir's sister, Miñeru, hugged his brother's neck and kissed his face and eyes. Then she said: 'Brother, I treated you badly, because I was longing for you so much. I put on your clothes, went to your fiancée and we played from the evening to midnight hugging.' 'It is nice of you, he says, to tell it to me, otherwise I would have cut her head.' In the morning he went to the war again and met Kulumčak. They received a letter 164 about the war that it would begin on a (certain) day. He arrived at Kulumčak's place: 'A formidable dream is said to mean happiness, mine has become happy 163 This visit of Kulumčak Batir is mentioned only by Berezin. That story is similar to that of Kúnos with the only difference that Čora sends his friend home from Kazan, not when they are on their way to the city. Knowing the Nogay variant one can safely conclude that this is a corruption of the text and the corrupted form sen bir kojnıñ (you do something to a sheep) may be restored as sen biznėñ köjümiznė }okla-da kel, you should check our village and come back. 164 In the Crimean Tatar text a kanat was mentioned, which means wing. Kúnos translated it as 'horseman'. It must also be corruption, in my opinion there must be a word meaning 'courier', 'messanger', 'letter', or 'message'. It must be a kind of bird because in other variants of the epic Čora meets different birds (mostly swans) on his way to Kazan. In three days' walking distance from Kazan Čora shots a swan (ak ku) that is flying high. The bird falls onto the Kazan paddock where the warriors practicing archery find it and find out about the coming of Čora (Crim: R2. 128). In another version Čora shoots the swan for an old Nogay woman who is starving. The arrow penetrating the heart of the swan flies further and hits the stone in the palace of Kazan in the above mentioned way (Crim: R3. 182). But the version collected by Karakaya in Turkey stands closer to that of Kúnos than the above described two stories. Here Čora and his friend see a flight of birds (bir sürü kuš) heading from Kazan towards the Crimea. When Čora asks them the reason why they are leaving their homeland the birds answer:
'In the fields of Kazan the water is not drinkable because of the blood The air is thick with the smell of carcasses.' (Tur: Kar. 24) Bearing these variants in mind, it would be obvious to find a kind of bird instead of a 'horseman'. Although the word 'kanat' does not mean bird in any of the Turkic languages, it appears in this meaning in compound words: Kirg. kanattuu (jalpï ele kuštar) 'all kinds of birds'; Osm. çakır kanat (Anas ctecca); 'a kind of wild duck '. too.' Now a letter arrived, it said they should make haste to get to the war. He set out with Kulumčak Batir. Čora says: 'Let us shoot an arrow to send news of our arrival.' Čora shot an arrow. At the foot of the minaret of the mosque in the land of Kazan there was a marble stone, the arrow hit that stone and got stuck in it. There were still eighty-two warriors left. They went there and grabbing the arrow began to pull it, they couldn't pull it out. Sarı Batır 165 was the head of the warriors. His mother comes, catches sight of the arrow and says: 'Son, you won't be able to pull this arrow out of this stone, this is Čora's arrow. Send a watchman to the road, Čora might come here in the following days. The war is also going to start in three days. They are preparing for it.' Čora came and put up a tent in the battlefield. He ties his horse near the tent. No one knew Čora. Čora says (to Kulumčak): 'You sit near the horses, I will go and see how things are going.' He came straight to the crowd. They have come together in a house and all the warriors are drinking bal. Entering the house Čora said good day and sat down in a small place. No one knew Čora and no one answered to his greeting. When it came to drinking, they left out Čora. Then Čora told a beyt to them:
Little by little, I will see, little by little Tomorrow, when you will get in trouble And stay behind pulling the head of your horse You will recognise your brother. He says so. Sarı Batır says: 'What kind of a beggar is this? Take him, and throw him out', he said. Čora got up from his place quickly, went out, came straight to the tent and lay down. [The war] began. From this side the Cossacks came before them. They were also preparing for war. Sarı Batır's mother saw that Čora had come. 'Come on, she says, go, Čora has come, be fortunate and bring him here.' Four or five warriors go and prostrate themselves in front of his feet. We didn't recognise you, they say, don't put us to shame.' They are begging to him. He got up from his place and came straight into the crowd. The warriors were all kissing Čora's face and his eyes. We didn't recognise you. Why didn't you introduce yourself? They began to drink bal. They took a cup of bal to Kulumčak Batır, he also drank it. Sarı Batır started to give a present to everyone. He gave one of them a sword, another one a bow, a third one a shield. Čora was given a snuffbox. Čora put the box in his pocket, went into his tent and threw it to the feet of his horse. He says: 'He gave a weapon to each of his warriors and he gave me only a snuffbox. I don't smoke, what shall I do with a snuffbox?' Now, at daybreak the war started. On this side, the [Tatars] also began [to fight]. He doesn't raise his head, doesn't even go there, he was angry because of the snuffbox. The heroes are coming and prostrating before his feet, they ask why he is angry. He says: 'You have given to each of your warriors a weapon, but to me only a snuffbox. I don't smoke. What shall I do with your snuffbox?' Sarı Batır asks him: 'What have you done to the snuffbox?' 'It is on the ground, under the feet of my I. SERES Acta Orient. Hung. 63, 2010 horse.' Sarı Batır springs up, takes the snuffbox and opens its lid, there is a zilfikar inside, he brings it and puts it in Čora's hand. Seeing the zilfikar Čora gets delighted, takes it in his hand and mounts Tasmalı Buyın. When he stood up on his place, the feet of the horse sank in the ground to the ankle. He was fighting the soldiers for three days and three nights. Before and behind Kazan he put up such a fight that the flank of his horse was bleeding. He destroyed the force of the enemy in seven days and took prisoners those who stayed alive. The war was finished. They rested a few days and went back to their homes. The folks in the village came to greet him and he began to recount the story of the war: 'It was such a fight that ninety-year-old elderly men haven't even seen or heard such a war.' It was reported again that war was about to break out. Čora Batir sent a message to Kulumčak that they had to go to war again. 'Let's go', he says. He is preparing taking his bow (his lance), his mace, he monts Tasmalı Buyın, bids farewell and they set out. As they are going their way, the people passing by ask them: 'Čora Batir, where are you heading so hastily?' It's not the time of much talking, instead, I will tell you a beyt and if you understand this, you will know it:
'I am going to Kazan, If the Cossack doesn't capture Kazan Until I get to Kazan They won't burn its board I won't give Kazan to the Cossack, hey.' As he was going, a horseman came before him, who saw that two people were sauntering gracefully. 'Where are you going?' he asked. Čora told a beyt to introduce himself. That horseman was coming to Čora himself to bring news of the war. He told Čora: 'If you don't get there in a day, the Cossack will capture Kazan, hurry up. Having heard this news, Čora sprang up and the feet of Tasmalı Buyın sank in the ground to the ankle. 'Let me get to the middle of the war', he said and ran there. Seeing that he couldn't defend the castle, he jumped from the castle and fell into the sea. The others saw that Čora fell into the sea and the war was won by the Cossacks, Kazan was taken. Čora will return, they said and not believing that he had died they stood a watchman where he had fallen into the sea. Even now there is a watchman standing in the very place where Čora fell into the sea. After the war had been finished, it was reported to Čora's mother that Čora went into the sea. Čora's mother answered: 'Even if he fell into the sea, he won't get hurt. When Čora was born, fire sparkled out of my mouth, fell into the water and it wasn't put out. Then I asked the efendi what it meant that fire had sparkled out of my mouth, it had fallen into the water, but it hadn't been put out. The efendi answered that the fate of the child that you bore would depend on the water, he would fall into the water but wouldn't die. Therefore Čora's mother wasn't worried and raising her hands she prayed: 'Allah, You, who bring together everyone, let me see my son, with Allah's will the time will come and he will capture Kazan again.'
